
Terms & Conditions promotional games 
  
With these terms and conditions, ID&T wishes to explain how it handles all contests and other 
promotional games of chance. If you have any questions regarding these terms and conditions, 
please contact us at info@id-t.com. 
  
1. DEFINITIONS 
The following definitions are used in these contest terms and conditions: 
  
ID&T or Provider: the private company with limited liability ID&T Holding B.V., Isolatorweg 36 (1014 
AS) in Amsterdam. ID&T is the data controller for the Processing of your Personal Data. Processing 
for the benefit of ID&T Holding B.V. and companies affiliated to these enterprises also falls under 
ID&T. 
  
Communication costs: the costs that are made to secure the direct connection between you and 
ID&T concerning the participation of the contest or Promotional game of chance. 
  
Minors: natural persons who have not yet reached the age of 18 years. 
  
Promotion: every form of increasing, directly or indirectly, the brand awareness or the amount of 
sales of ID&T or its partners. 
  
Promotional game of chance: giving you, on behalf of Promotion, the opportunity to win prizes. The 
winner(s) will be chosen by any form of chance on which you as participant cannot exert a 
predominant influence. 
  
Draw: the selection of the prize winner(s) at a certain moment. 
  
Personal data: all the data that ID&T can use to directly or indirectly track or distinct you. Examples 
are a name, e-mail address or an IP-address. 
  
Privacy and cookie statement: the privacy and cookie statement of ID&T, which can be found 
athttps://www.id-t.com/privacy-policy 
  
 
 
2. GENERAL 
These contest terms and conditions apply to every form of Promotion for a Promotional game of 
chance or ID&T contest. Besides these terms and conditions, ID&T can always apply other terms and 
conditions for any specific contest or Promotional Game of Chance. You automatically agree to these 
terms and conditions upon participation. 
  
The Promotional game of chance 2014 Code of Conduct applies to all Promotional games of chance. 
ID&T declares to act in accordance with this code of conduct. Each Promotional game of chance by 
ID&T contains the following information: 
• The prize, including the (estimated) value of it; 
• The Promotion’s purpose; 
• The period in which participation is possible; 
• How to participate; 
• Possible Communication costs for participation. These Communication costs will never 

exceed 0,45 euro per participation.; 



• A reference to these contest terms and conditions. There will also be referred to other 
specific terms and conditions when relevant. 

  
ID&T has the right to edit or cancel the Promotional game of chance or contest (for example due to 
force majeur) without the obligation to compensate you. ID&T is also not responsible (with the 
exception of intention or gross negligence) for any technical failures, spelling errors, misprints or any 
other comparable mistakes that are related to a certain Promotional game of chance or contest. 
  
These terms and conditions are governed by Dutch law. Any disputes regarding these terms and 
conditions will be submitted to the court that has jurisdiction under Dutch law. If certain terms and 
conditions are nullified due to it being in conflict with a legal regulation and/or a court order, other 
terms and conditions won’t be affected. 
  
3. PARTICIPATION CONDITIONS 
Participation is only possible for natural persons aged 18 years and over. Excluded from participation 
are Minors, unnatural persons (i.e., business entities or non-governmental organizations), ID&T 
employees and others that are (in)directly involved with the contest or the Promotional game of 
chance’s organization. 
  
ID&T may, in its sole discretion, disqualify any or all entries from, and prohibit further participation 
in this competition by, any person who tampers with or benefits from any tampering with the entry 
process. For example, when a participant enters the Promotional game of chance or contest more 
than once, even though the terms and conditions state that doing so is prohibited. 
  
4. DRAW, NOTIFICATION OF WINNERS AND PRIZES 
A winner will be chosen from a random draw of entries received in accordance with these terms and 
conditions. The prize will also be randomly rewarded to the winner. When a Promotional game of 
chance or contest result is linked to a judicious selection, all submissions will be subjected to an 
independent jury that will select a winner. The outcome of it is final. 
  
After the results have been revealed, the winner(s) will be notified as soon as possible. The winner 
acknowledges and agrees to the possible use of his/her name on the contest page, the ID&T social 
media channels, ID&T website and that he/she must cooperate with any possible promotional 
activities linked to the Promotional game of chance or contest. For example, the recording of the 
winner receiving the prize or how he/she makes use of it. 
No prize is transferable or exchangeable, nor can it be redeemed for cash. Non-cash prizes are made 
available in the state that they are in at that certain moment. ID&T is not responsible for any 
possible (hidden) defects, damage by transport or any other damage that is related to winning or the 
use of the prize. Unless stated otherwise, all gambling taxes or other taxes (such as VAT) are for the 
account of ID&T. If the prize contains products related to ID&T that the winner already purchased at 
an earlier stage (for example tickets for an event), the price paid for these products will be refunded 
to the winner free of charge. 
  
5. PRIVACY 
Participation includes providing ID&T your personal data. By participating, you acknowledge and 
agree with ID&T Privacy and cookie statement. Click here to read how ID&T handles and uses your 
data. If you have any questions regarding the Privacy and cookie statement, please contact info@id-
t.com. 
  
 
 



6. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
If you’re asked to submit any material (for instance a photo, video or text) in order to participate in a 
Promotional game of chance or contest, you state that: 
• You are authorized to submit these materials due to you being the rightful claimant or the 

legal representative for all submitted material 
• You renounce all intellectual property rights (for example copyright and portrait right) of 

the submitted material. If this transfer is not legally valid, then you are obliged to grant the 
necessary permission and/or to sign a transfer in which the aforementioned rights are 
transferred to ID&T when ID&T requests you to do so. 

  
In the case of intellectual property rights or any related personality rights being a part of the 
Promotional game of chance or contest (for instance with the recording of you receiving the prize), 
you state that: 
  
• You give your unconditional permission for the aforementioned recordings and the 

processing, publication and exploitation, all in the broadest sense of the word, without 
ID&T owing you any compensation. 

• All copyright, portrait right or other rights are transferred without limitations to ID&T. You 
also hereby irrevocably distance yourself from your personality rights. If this transfer is not 
legally valid, then you are obliged to grant the necessary permission and/or to sign a 
transfer in which the aforementioned rights are transferred to ID&T when ID&T requests 
you to do so. 

  
7. COMPLAINTS 
All possible complaints concerning the Promotional game of chance or contest can be e-mailed 
to info@id-t.com. ID&T will always take the complaint into consideration and will contact you about 
how the complaint is going to be handled. If you believe that the complaint has not been handled to 
your satisfaction, then you have the right to file a complaint with the Gaming Authority. 
  
8. ALTERATIONS 
It may be that ID&T decides in the future to (unilaterally) change these contest terms and 
conditions. ID&T therefore recommends that you regularly check these terms and conditions to see 
if there have been any changes. If there are any major changes, ID&T will inform you about this in 
advance by publishing the amended contest terms and conditions. The latest applicable version of 
these terms and conditions can always be consulted on the relevant ID&T websites or apps. 
 


